
Exam rules for Economics and Management – First Year

 For each course, the results of the assignments will weight on the final grade. If you do not
take any assignment, you will not be able to pass the exam. Each course will provide specific
rules about the weights of the assignments on the final grade.

 Students must attend the collective exam session on all the four/three courses on the
dedicated session that will be held in January (first semester) and in June (second semester).
a) Students failing one exam will have specific dates, different for each course, to retake

the exam of that course (3 retake sessions for each course).
b) Students failing more than one exam at the collective exam session need to retake ALL

the semester courses exams in the retake sessions (3 sessions for each course).
c) If at the end of the academic year, 2 or more exams of the same semester courses are

failed, ALL the semester courses exams need to be repeated the year after in the retake
sessions.

FAQ:

a) Can I refuse one or more grades of the collective exam?
Yes, but if you refuse one or more grades, you will be required to repeat all the exams (of the
semester) on the next academic year.

b) For personal reason, I will not be able to retake the exam on the first available exam session.
Can I take it on the second or third retake session?
Yes.

c) If I fail the retake exam on one course (the other exams are sufficient), can I take it on the
September sessions?
Yes.

d) If I fail the collective exam session and I fail the retakes even in last September session, will
the grades of the assignment be maintained for the next year or should I repeat the entire
courses?
No, you should repeat the assignments and the entire courses.

e) The assignments scores will be maintained for the entire academic year?
The assignments scores will maintain the same weight until you do not get an overall
sufficient score (final exam+ assignments). When the academic year will be ended, the results
of the assignments will not be valid anymore.

f) If my assignments scores are such that I can never reach a final sufficient score, can I recover
them in the retake exam?
No, you can’t. You have to repeat the entire courses next year.

g) Next academic year I will participate in the Erasmus Programme and one of the semester
courses is not available in the hosting University. How can I proceed?
You can attend the exam of the missing course in the session dedicated to the retake exam,
but you are required to complete the assignments.


